
C
SR is centred on an organisation’s

response to social, ethical and

environmental issues. The behaviour of an

organisation is dictated by how the business is run,

i.e. its values and its governance which in turn is

influenced by the decisions made by the company

board. CSR is inextricably linked to corporate

governance, since governance concerns the

systems and procedures put in place by the

organisation to manage its operations and to

minimise negative social, ethical and environmental

impact. Corporate governance should be integral

to the implementation of a company’s policies and

programmes. 

What is CSR?

Officially the EU defines CSR as a ‘concept

whereby companies integrate social and

environmental concerns in their daily business

operations and in their interaction with

stakeholders on a voluntary basis’. There are three

main areas:

● Recognising that its activities have a wider

impact on the society in which it operates

and that developments in society, in turn,

impact on its ability to pursue its business

sustainably

● Actively managing the economic, social,

environmental and human rights impact of

its activities both locally and across the

world, and basing these on principles

which reflect both international values and

the organisation’s own values (ethics) so as

to provide benefits for both its own

operations and reputation and those of the

communities in which it operates

● Seeking to achieve these benefits by

working closely with other groups and

organisations: local communities, civil

society groups, other businesses, home

and host governments

Where Has CSR Come From?

In the 1970s and 80s, environmental concerns

such as depletion of the rainforest and the effects

of pollution (e.g. Bhopal chemical disaster, the

Exxon Valdez oil spill, and the Chernobyl nuclear

reactor breakdown) led to a recognition that

industry had to change the way it was managing

the planet’s resources. As a result, Heads of State

came together at Rio in 1992 for what was called

the ‘Earth Summit’ where the concept of

sustainable development was promoted. 

The 1990s saw social concerns come to the

fore. Poverty and disease became global concerns,

as did examples of poor business practice in

dealing with social issues such as child labour,

bribery and corruption. These issues involved

known businesses like Gap, Nike and Shell who

were exposed by the media. CSR is considered as

the business response to the challenge of

sustainable development.

ONE OF THE BENEFITS OF CSR IS THAT IT CAN BE AN EARLY
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR BOTH RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES.

Corporate Social
Responsibility
bolt-on or strategic imperative?

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is emerging as a critical business issue as

organisations recognise how their behaviour can influence how attractive they

are to, amongst others, investors and the job market. So just what is CSR?

Where did it come from? Why does it matter? Is it a strategic imperative? 
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Bolt-on or Strategic CSR: What is the

Right Approach? 

One of the benefits of CSR is that it can be an

early identification system for both risks and

opportunities. However, if CSR is not embedded

within the organisation but is seen as an additional

activity to generate good PR or to keep investors

happy, then monitoring is often ignored. Classic

examples of companies failing on their financial

accountability are WorldCom and Enron. Other

businesses such as Shell and Nike, who maintain

they take CSR seriously, have faced allegations of

human rights abuse in Nigeria over landrights and

pollution and in Asia over sweatshop labour

conditions respectively. The case study, described

below, demonstrate how a lack of CSR application

and monitoring can lead to damaging and costly

impacts on the organisation. It demonstrates that

organisations cannot hide behind CSR to mask

their poor governance. In this case a major fraud

was exposed within a business that was

perceived to be a good corporate citizen. 

The second case study overleaf demonstrates

how involving its staff and identifying the ‘risk’ the

‘opportunity’ can realise real benefit. They

demonstrate the need for a strategic approach to

reduce operating risks and show the vulnerability

of investors and staff to misleading management.

The improved transparency and accountability

that CSR activities provide would enable

questions of governance to be raised.

How to Be Strategic? 

What lessons can be learnt from these examples?

How can you ensure that your organisation is not

the next example of bad practice? Key to a

strategic approach in CSR is internal dialogue, i.e.

understanding what the issues and everyday

dilemmas faced by staff are, as case study 1

below shows.

Rationale for Strategic CSR

Implementation

The greatest benefit from strategically

implementing CSR policies is the value added to

the business.

DEFINITION

Sustainable

Development 
is society growing in such a

way that future generations are

not compromised and have

access to the same resources

that we have. For this to

happen, social, environmental

and economic considerations

should be assessed together

and not in isolation

Parmalat, the Italian food group, was a company with a good reputation. It was seen as a good

corporate citizen through its donations to local causes such as the restoration of Parma’s City

Cathedral and its regard for the environment through reports monitoring their impacts. The business

had well intentioned corporate codes and policies, including a code of conduct for internal dealing.

However, all this masked a spendthrift management culture, concealed behind false accounts,

eventually exposed in December 2003 as having a black hole in its company accounts that could

add up to more than £7 billion. Suspicion arose when it had difficulty in making a £108 million bond

payment. Parmalat had claimed that the money was being held in an offshore account, but

evidence emerged that the company had been using forged bank letters for the past 15 years to

mislead investors. News of the scandal resulted in an 80% collapse in Parmalat’s share price within

two weeks. The fate of Parmalat is unclear but if it survives it will be in a shrunken form of this once

great Italian success story. It is predicted that the impact of the scandal will be investors losing

money, as the business is re-sized and de-valued, and large-scale staff redundancies throughout its

global operations and businesses.

CASE STUDY 1

Bringing the Process of Strategy to Life
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● Are you aware of the codes of practice,

guidelines and indices that are relevant to

your organisation?

● Have you carried out an audit of your

employees (and supply chain) activities to

scope areas of opportunity and risk for your

organisation?

● Do your organisation’s values reflect those

of your staff? 

● Are your organisation’s mission and

objectives consistent with a CSR

approach?

● How do you encourage dialogue and

transparency in your organisation?

CSR needs to be considered in a strategic manner.

Doing so can help an organisation manage risk and

identify opportunities, and can safeguard an

organisation’s future.  CSR is not the panacea to

the unpredictable and often volatile market place,

but responsible business practice through sound

CSR can make an organisation fit for the future,

creating opportunities which deliver benefits.

mCriticalEYE Publications Ltd. 2004

Benefits Gained from CSR:

● Identifies and helps you manage risk

● Provides innovation and new product

development

● Improves staff morale and retention 

● Attracts good quality recruits who are

attracted to your company’s values 

● Improves company reputation that can lead

to new business opportunities 

● Attracts new investors 

● Improves relationships with suppliers and

customers

● Generates customer loyalty 

● Results in new networks leading to new

business opportunities

● Ultimately, it adds value to your business

How to Do it: A Guide to Implementing

CSR as a Strategic Component of the

Business

Review social, environmental and ethical

considerations within your organisation. Answering

the questions below provides a quick health check

and identification of areas requiring further action. 

How Engaged are You With CSR?

● Have you reviewed your policies with CSR

and sustainability in mind?
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The pharmaceutical industry is a highly legislated and regulated environment with numerous

industry standard operating procedures (SOPs), guidelines covering all aspects of good practice in

clinical trials, and review processes through external ethics committees. Through facilitated

workshops, the dilemmas experienced by Roche employees in everyday work that were not

covered in SOPs or in Roche’s own corporate principles, were identified and their impacts analysed.

The findings revealed that the organisation could be at risk if staff did not have a planned way to

deal with dilemmas (i.e. an ethical concern became a full-blown issue if left unmanaged). The need

for some type of internal support for staff on ethical decisions and responsibilities became apparent.

Staff did not want another policy, but a process that enabled staff to engage with the issues and

resolve them. From this debate emerged a process that dealt with four key themes: patients,

colleagues, trust and integrity. The approach was trialled, and human resources staff and trainers

have been the key to integrating the approach into training and induction sessions. Through trialling,

measures of success have been developed so that its implementation can be monitored and the

approach improved. The strength of this work was the governance and buy-in generated by

participation and the flexibility of bringing in facilitators and champions of issues in society. 

This example demonstrates the emergent ‘involve me’ culture reflected in the wider corporate social

responsibility agenda, in which stakeholders - in this case employees - are working in partnership

with their organisation to deliver an environment in which risk - or indeed opportunity - is identified

and managed.

CASE STUDY 2

THE GREATEST BENEFIT FROM STRATEGICALLY IMPLEMENTING CSR
POLICIES IS THE VALUE ADDED TO THE BUSINESS

Bringing the Process of Strategy to Life March - May 2004
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